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Gyro’s local president:
To influence choices,
aim for individuals

He’s out to boost
Brand America –
one town at a time

A

dryanna Sutherland has
deep roots in the branding
business.
She’s worked at Gyro, a
business-to-business marketing agency for the last
nine years. But she started her career at NCR, where she spent 10
years and was the corporate brand
manager overseeing the Teradata
marketing campaign.
Adryanna
In 2000, she Sutherland
joined Hensley
Segal Rentschler
but left after about
a year to help her
father run his
a g ency, Loren
Allan Odioso. She
returned to HSR By Chris Wetterich
in 2005 and was cwetterich@bizjournals.com
named president
of the Cincinnati office in 2009 upon
the merger of HSR with Londonbased Gyro.
The Cincinnati office is the largest
in Gyro’s worldwide network, with
120 employees. Sutherland plans to
hire 10 more employees this year.

E

d Burghard, a former Procter & Gamble
marketer, first became bothered by how
cities branded themselves when he was
executive director of the Ohio Business
Development Council, a nonprofit economic
development company organized by the state.
His frustration led to an ambitious personal project. It aims to get economic development officials to apply private-sector branding fundamentals and quit focusing so much
on how many jobs are created
in their communities.
Burghard, who is retired
from a 33-year career at P&G,
focused on branding prescription drugs. He ended his
tenure at the council in 2011,
started Strengthening Brand
Burghard
America, a grassroots, free
Web-based community.
The website, strengtheningbrandamerica.
com, has more than 1,000 hits a week, with
visits from more than 66 countries, but the
majority are U.S.-based. Burghard’s focus is
on education, and he does not charge to access the site. Burghard works with a team at
Xavier University that has spent three years
studying the American Dream and figuring
out ways to measure it.
Xavier launched the American Dream
Composite Index in 2011 and each month
surveys about 1,000 people, asking them 140
questions with the aim of measuring the
American dream in five categories: economics, personal well-being, satisfaction with societal institutions, diversity and environment.
Burghard uses that data to help economic
development officials understand how their
state is doing in helping residents achieve
the American Dream.
“More than anything, it was born out of
frustration from consistently hearing a
brand defined as a logo and tagline by both
the economic development community and
elected officials,” Burghard said. “I saw how
communities were investing taxpayer dollars with agencies to underwrite the cost of
a new logo and tagline, then were shocked
when it did little to improve their competitive position.”
That led them to make another mistake,
Burghard said.
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Adryanna Sutherland is president of Gyro’s Cincinnati office, the largest in the
business-to-business agency’s worldwide network.

: Gyro’s website has a pretty
succinct summation of what
digital communications has done
to our world: “In a world made
numb by digital noise, what can
any business or brand do to make
itself relevant again?” It talks
about how Gyro has reinvented
itself and changed its culture.
What were those changes, and
how are they helping you cut
through the digital noise?
When Gyro and HSR came together to create the largest independent
B-to-B agency, we did so in response
to our clients’ growing needs to execute programs outside of North
America. We also recognized a second need in the B-to-B space, which
is around the concept of being humanly relevant. It’s very easy to go
straight to the rational arguments,
techs and specs, and product/service details when selling to other
businesses, but we fundamentally
believe that every decision is emotional, while justified rationally. If
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America: Former P&G exec takes on project to help communities convey their brand to residents
FROM PAGE 15
“The typical conclusion was that branding was a waste of money,” he said.
“Unfortunately, creating a logo is not
branding. A brand is a promise that sets
an expectation of an experience. In the
case of a community, it sets an expectation of what it will be like to live and
work in that community.”
While the project is called Strengthening
Brand America, it’s really about improving local communities’ brands.
“The underlying concept is that by
helping local communities create stronger and more effective strategic plans to
guide investment choices, in aggregate

our nation’s brand will be strengthened,”
Burghard said. “Done right, branding
is a strategic approach to sustainable
economic prosperity. I felt I needed to
begin correcting the existing misperceptions and teaching the economic development profession what branding was truly
about.”
Burghard’s goals are ambitious.
“By the end of 2016, I hope to have
switched the focus of the economic development professionals and elected
officials from measuring performance
based on job growth and instead measuring improvement in enabling residents to
better achieve the American Dream,” he
said. “At the end of 2016, I want to be able

Sutherland: Gyro president says communication
now has to go beyond the workplace to reach people
FROM PAGE 15
we can strike that balance, and talk to buyers
and influencers as human beings – not businesses – then the programs we architect will
be significantly more effective.

Q

: Gyro believes that business-to-business is dead. Why?
A few years ago Rick Segal, co-founder
of HSR Business to Business and president
worldwide/chief practice officer of Gyro,
declared that business-to-business, known in
the industry as B-to-B, is dead. What we mean
is that the discipline of reaching, persuading and engaging business decision-makers
changed irrevocably when people began carrying their own telecommunications and

“Our new customer is not a
corporate entity.”
computing power with them. From that point,
“the firm” lost its place as the organizing
principle of business. If you really want to
influence business decisions from now on,
you have to reach and persuade the real seat
of power: the individual. Our new customer
is not a corporate entity. It’s an independently
minded, highly connected, always-emotional
human being.
And the new arena for business communications is far bigger than the workplace. This is
because work is no longer a place; it’s a state
of mind. The connectedness of modern life
sees no boundaries between work and home;
it’s all part of the work-life continuum. Our
task at Gyro is to understand this “at work
state of mind” better than anyone else in
the world, so we can best ignite the emotions
that cause decision-makers to shout, “Yes!”

Q

: What branding tactic should every
business owner be using right now
but most aren’t?
We have seen a pronounced shift from
big, beautiful brand campaigns to what
we call “transactional branding.” We absolutely have to make marketing budgets
work as hard as possible, which means everything we do should point to how we’ve
moved the needle – how we generated leads,
created audience engagement and positioned the company in the mind of the
decision-maker along the buyer’s journey.
You can have both; this isn’t either or, but

to look back on the economic development profession and be able to judge that
I touched lives and improved the life of
people through my work.”
In order to meet his goal, Burghard is
encouraging economic development officials to do something that sounds counterintuitive – don’t worry so much about
creating jobs.
“Neither economic development professionals nor elected officials create jobs.
Employers create jobs. And, the decision
on how many and when to create jobs is
influenced heavily by market conditions.
Since economic development professionals do not directly impact job creation, it
is unwise to hold them accountable for
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

“Day Trading is fun & can
forever change your life”
- Jay Ratliff

we predict that this is where branding is
heading in B-to-B.

How much can Day Trading generate?

Q

: Who was your best boss, and what
did you learn from him or her?
I had a great boss at NCR, at a time when
the company was making a significant investment in marketing, to the tune of tens of
millions of dollars. I was the brand manager,
and my boss told the CEO, “Don’t invest a
dime unless you’re going to stick with the
plan for at least three years because that’s
how long it will take to start changing perceptions of the brand.” She was so right! It’s
difficult in today’s changing world to have
that longer-term perspective, or the discipline needed to stick with a program and
measure and optimize it over time.

Q

: What was your first job?
My first job was as a manager in a
Greek restaurant at the Beechmont Mall
food court, making, you guessed it, gyros.
Pronounced a bit differently (if you’re a
purist), I was one of the select few allowed
to carve the meat (it really is a skill), and
my older sister “reported” to me. I usually
made her slice the onions. I love the symmetry of life.

Q

: The name of your company is pronounced Jy-ro. But there’s a sometimes-fierce debate about the proper way
to pronounce the name of the Greek food.
I like to think we have a bunch of heroes
at gyro (jy-ro). And we do all enjoy a good
Greek gyro (yero) at celebration events a few
times a year.

Q

: You’ve got a day to do whatever you
want. What do you do?
I’d start the morning with a good workout
because I will likely eat throughout the rest
of the day. Then I’d take my kids to breakfast at Waffle House, and we would sit at
the counter because they love to do that.
Then we would head to the Kenwood Towne
Centre so they can hit the Lego store to get
the latest Lego Club magazines. I’d also use
that opportunity to return a few things that
I’ve had in my car for two months because
I’ve had no time to walk the five minutes
from my office to the mall. We’d have lunch
at the Cheesecake Factory and get cheesecake to go. Then we might then go to an
afternoon movie, where I’d definitely get
butter on the popcorn. Then we would head
home to grill a really nice meal and sit outside to eat. I would drink a glass (or two) of
wine, enjoy the view and relax.

job growth or contraction,” he said.
Burghard praised Cincinnati’s own
branding efforts, saying the city has a
strong regional brand spearheaded by the
Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber, but
sometimes different economic development groups don’t leverage the message
that’s already out there.
“Over the next 25 years, the biggest
challenge isn’t going to be job availability.
It is going to be having the skilled labor
available to meet the needs of companies
already doing business or considering doing business in Cincinnati,” he said.
“The work being done to make
Cincinnati a more attractive location for
top talent to live is exactly on target.”

In 2009 Jay Ratliff generated nearly $200,000 from his Day
Trading system, one which simply is used to buy and sell securities; no margin or options trading, just stocks. His students,
even during their 12 months of training, are able to generate
daily cash as well. Some see gains of $500, $700 and $1,000
and the one day record is more than $8,100!

Isn’t Day Trading risky?

Jay Ratliff

www.daytradefun.com

Day Trading Instruction
Known throughout America for
his TV and radio aviation reports
over the past 15 years, Jay Ratliff
is also nationally recognized as
an accomplished Day Trader who
teaches others the proven system
he spent more than ten years developing. In a time when more
people than ever are looking to
Day Trading as a way to generate
consistent returns, it’s reassuring
to know that a familiar and trusted
name is there to help show them
the way.
Day Trading is not for everyone,
but for those who are serious about
using Wall Street to generate consistent revenue for years to come,
the Day Trade Fun 12-Month online training program is the most
comprehensive and personalized
Day Trading program available today!
Note: Class space is very limited.

Anything to do with the stock market (especially under current
conditions) involves an element of risk. One of the foundations
of the Day Trade Fun training program is to place only a small
amount of money into the market for the shortest time possible,
in search of the highest returns possible.
Jay’s students are taught to use smaller amounts of cash
($1,000 to $2,500) for limited amounts of time, which helps
to reduce the risk associated with trading. Recently students
reported gains of 59% using one stock for no more than three
minutes! Having your money exposed to risk for shorter periods
of time goes a long way to help reduce the risk involved.

Is any special equipment needed to Day Trade?
Most students use laptops to learn how to Day Trade. Others Day
Trade from libraries, their home, and doctors in training are actually Day Trading using their smart phones between patients! One
of the great aspects of the Day Trade Fun program is the simplicity
involved.

Day Trading looks too complicated.
During his 20+ years in the airline industry, Jay Ratliff was a General
Manager who specialized in training and he has used that expertise
in creating the Day Trade Fun online training program.
Each exchange has a specific checklist (much like a recipe) which
helps students to immediately identify the entry and exit points of
any stock which matches the criteria. There is no guess work, no
“gut feeling” which is required - it is all spelled out in a clear fashion
allowing anyone to learn how to Day Trade.

How does the Day Trade Fun training work?
Students who apply for an available class start must be able to
watch the markets for a minimum of 15 hours (on average) a week.
The 12-month online training program uses the stock market while
it is in motion, using actual stocks which are being traded for training purposes. Anyone who is unable to meet the 15 hour weekly
minimum will not be accepted as a student.
Those who are accepted into a class work with Jay Ratliff each day
for 12 months, learning how the markets move. Each exchange
has a slightly different set of criteria and stocks each day are examined and used as learning opportunities, which allows the students
to learn the best ways to make money through Day Trading.

How soon are students making money?

Hear Jay interviewed more
than 1,500 times a year, including
weekly radio appearances on
WFLA/Tampa, WERC/Birmingham,
WRNO/New Orleans & others!

The first 4-6 weeks are the Homework Phase, where students
spend time learning how the markets work and how to use the trading platforms and intra-day stock screeners. By week 8 students
enter the practice trade portion of their training, making paper
trades on stocks they identify using the checklist provided. Once
students are successful 80% of the time, they begin the actual live
trading portion around week 10-12.
Of course the time a student can devote to watch the markets each
week will determine the speed at which they progress.

For more information on 2013 class schedules visit www.daytradefun.com

